DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

Report

1. **Event Title** : Hindi Paheli : Prayas

2. **Category** : E-quiz

3. **Department** : Hindi

4. **Date**: From 14/05/2020 To 15/05/2020

5. **No. of Participants** : 270

6. **No. of Resource Persons** – NIL

**Report Description** – Awareness about Basic Hindi

**Report:**

The Hindi department, Guru Nanak College, conducted an E-Quiz on 14th and 15th May 2020. The quiz contained basic questions like word meanings and was conducted to encourage non-Hindi speaking people to attempt it. About 270 participants from college students to faculties and people involved in other services also took the quiz. E-Certificate was awarded to every participant.
Photos

Invitation/Brochure
Dear All,

Greetings from Guru Nanak College (Autonomous), Chennai, Tamil Nadu. The Department of Hindi has organized an online Hindi Communication Quiz "PAHELI: PRAYAS" for beginners in Hindi.

Students and Faculty from any discipline can participate in this quiz. E-certificate will be given for those who score 50% and above. There is no registration fee.

Kindly click on the link to take part in the quiz - https://forms.gle/VyQDpLoUDtGWV9kv9
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